We consider a reaction-diffusion system with discontinuous reaction terms modeled by non-ideal relays. The system is motivated by an epigenetic population model of evolution of two-phenotype bacteria which switch phenotype in response to variations of environment. We prove the formation of patterns in the phenotype space. The mechanism responsible for pattern formation is based on memory (hysteresis) of the non-ideal relays.
Introduction
Bi-stability is common in living systems. Max Delbrück was the first to associate different stable stationary states with different phenotypes, or epigenetic differences, in clonal populations such as those arising in the process of cell differentiation [10] . Starting from early experimental work of Novick and Wiener on lac-operon in E. coli, it has been believed that bi-stability can help organisms gain fitness in varying environmental conditions if the organism can switch phenotype following the environmental change. Lac-operon is a collection of genes associated with transport and metabolism of lactose in the bacterium. Expression of these genes can be turned on by molecules that have been called inducers. Novick and Weiner [31] as well as Cohn and Horibata [6, 7, 8] , relying on prior work of others [30, 3, 35] , demonstrated that two phenotypes each associated with "on" and "off" state of lac-operon expression can be obtained from the same culture of genetically identical bacteria. The fraction of each corresponding sub-population depended on the history of exposure to the inducer. As illustrated in Fig. 1 .1, the lac-operon state was induced (switched on) when the extracellular inducer concentration (input) exceeded an upper threshold. The operon was switched off when the inducer concentration fell below the lower threshold. Both phenotypes remain stable through multiple generations of the bacterial culture after the extracellular concentration of the inducer is reduced to lower levels. Novick and Weiner did not use the term "bi-stable switch" (non-ideal relay [28] ) to describe their observations, but effectively that is what it was. Difference in the reproductive rates of different phenotypes in different environments was also noted in their work suggesting association of phenotype bi-stability and switching with strategies for increasing population growth in varying environments.
These early findings on the bi-stability of the lac-operon were consistent with earlier findings on stability of enzymes in yeast [40] . Recent experiments using molecular biology methods (such as those incorporating green fluorescent protein expression under the lacoperon promoter) permitted to confirm and further study the region of bi-stability of the lac-operon even when multiple input variables (TMG that acts as the inducer and glucose, for example) were used [32] . Furthermore, multi-stable gene expression and phenotype switching in varying environmental conditions have been well documented in many natural and artificially constructed biological systems [39, 27, 17, 37, 42, 34, 29, 20, 13, 16, 33] . These experiments were complemented by a substantial body of theoretical work that demonstrated that organisms can gain fitness by adjusting the rate of switching between phenotypes, or switching thresholds, to the law of environmental variations. A typical setting for the analytical work has been an optimization problem where fitness (measured, for example, by the average growth rate of the population) is the utility function, each phenotype is optimal for a certain state of environment, and there is a cost associated with changing phenotype. This setting has been applied to models based on differential equations of population growth, switching systems and game theory [26, 41, 43] . One well documented experimental fact, which can translate into the cost of phenotype switching, is the so-called lag phase that delays reproduction in an organism undergoing a switch. For example, in a simple (stochastic) differential equation model incorporating the lag phase, which was proposed in [14] , the growth rate is maximized by a bi-stability range of a certain size that depends on the parameters of the environmental input. Another related idea that has been explored in a similar modeling context is bet-hedging, that is a strategy promoting diversification whereby co-existence of several phenotypes, including those less fit to the current environmental conditions, can favor growth in varying environments [36] .
The bi-stable switch (also known as the non-ideal relay) is the simplest model of a bistable system. In particular, the differential model of phenotype switching proposed in [14] reduces to the non-ideal relay in the limit of fast switching. In the present work, we are interested in the evolutionary process in a colony of two-phenotype bacteria where the competition for a resource (nutrients in this case) acts as a selection pressure. Motivated by the fact that different bi-stability ranges are optimal (ensure the fastest growth rate) for different laws of variation of nutrients concentration, we model bacteria by non-ideal relays, which have all possible bi-stability ranges from a certain interval. Moreover, we allow a diffusion process over the interval of admissible bi-stability ranges. We assume that each bacterium can sporadically change its switching threshold in response to noise in the environment or some internal processes; also, a bacterium produces offsprings with different thresholds. Further, these random changes of the threshold are assumed to occur according to the Gaussian distribution. Hence, diffusion imitates random variations of the bi-stability range that diversify switching thresholds in bacteria. In sum, the evolution is defined by two factors: competition and diffusive (random) changes of the bi-stability range. The resulting model describes dynamics of populations by a reaction-diffusion system with nonideal relays continuously distributed over an interval of bi-stability ranges; the system also includes integral terms in the equations for nutrients, describing the influence of bacteria on the environment.
The well-posedness of this model was proved in [18] . It was also shown that each solution converges to a steady state distribution (due to the diffusion, the concentration of bacteria distributes uniformly over all the interval of admissible bi-stability ranges). The model naturally admits a continual set of steady state solutions as there is a continuum of bi-stable elements. Moreover, a numerical evidence was given that in case of slow diffusion solutions converge to steady states that can be naturally interpreted as patterns in the phenotype space.
Differential equations with non-ideal relays have been previously used to model reaction and diffusion processes in spatially distributed colonies of bacteria [21, 22, 38, 19] . In contrast to our setting, all relays in these models have been assumed identical (that is, having the same bi-stability range), while spatial patterns appeared, in particular, due to the spatial diffusion of environmental substances.
The mechanism of pattern formation in the phenotype space discussed in the present paper is different. The objective of this work is to rigorously prove that, in our setting, the patterns are created by the combined action of the slow diffusion and the switching process. Furthermore, the proof allows us to determine the time scale of pattern formation and some of the pattern parameters. Our results show that there is no single winner in the evolutionary game of the two competing phenotypes, but rather both phenotypes are present in the limit distribution of bacteria over the interval of available threshold values. This supports the idea that the bet-hedging strategy can be optimal for increasing fitness. It is shown that the complexity of the pattern in the limit distribution increases with decreasing diffusion rate in agreement with the numerical results presented in [14, 18] . Further, we show that a steady state solution achieved in the long time limit depends on the initial state. This effect can be interpreted as a manifestation of the long term memory on the level of populations and agrees with earlier findings suggesting that memory in the switching strategy of individual bacteria can grant fitness in varying environments [15] . Our results suggest that the attractor of the system is a connected continual set of stationary patterns.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model: a system of reaction-diffusion equations with spatially distributed relays, and recall the well-posedness property from [18] . In Section 3, we formulate our main results: pattern formation on two different time scales, depending on the initial data. In Section 4, we establish some properties of solutions of the heat equation with initial data close to the delta function. These properties play an essential role in Sections 5 and 6, where we prove the two main results about pattern formation.
2 Model description
Model assumptions
In this paper, we consider a class of models, which attempt to account for a number of phenomena listed above, namely (a) switching of bacteria between two phenotypes (states) in response to variations of environmental conditions; (b) hysteretic switching strategy (switching rules) associated with bi-stability of phenotype states; (c) heterogeneity of the population in the form of a distribution of switching thresholds; (d) bet-hedging in the form of diffusion between subpopulations characterized by different bi-stability ranges; and, (e) competition for nutrients. The resulting model is a reaction-diffusion system including, as reaction terms, discontinuous hysteresis relay operators and the integral of those. This integral can be interpreted as the Preisach operator [28] with a time dependent density (the density is a component of the solution describing the varying distribution of bacteria). The main objective of this paper is to prove that fitness, competition and diffusion can act together to select a nontrivial distribution of phenotypes (states) over the population of thresholds. We assume that each of the two phenotypes, denoted by 1 and −1, consumes a different type of nutrient (for example, one consumes lactose and the other glucose). The amount of nutrient available for phenotype i at the moment t is denoted by f i (t) where i = ±1. The model is based on the following assumptions (see [18] for further discussion).
1. Each bacterium changes phenotype in response to the variations of the variable w = f 1 /(f 1 + f −1 ) − 1/2, which measures the deviation of the relative concentration of the first nutrient from the value 1/2 in the mixture of the two nutrients.
2. The input w = w(t) is mapped to the (binary) phenotype (state) of a bacterium r(t) = R x (w)(t), where R x is the non-ideal relay operator with symmetric switching thresholds x, y = −x with x > 0; see Fig. 1 .1 and the rigorous definition (2.2) in Section 2.2.
3. The population includes bacteria with different bi-stability ranges (−x, x), where the threshold value x varies over an interval [x, x] ⊂ (0, 1/2). We will denote by u(x, t) the density of the biomass of bacteria with given switching thresholds ±x at a moment t.
4. There is a diffusion process acting on the density u.
5. At any particular time moment t, for any given x, all the bacteria with the switching threshold values ±x are in the same state (phenotype). That is, u(x, t) is the total density of bacteria with the threshold x at the moment t and they are all in the same state. This means that when a bacterium with a threshold x ′ sporadically changes its threshold to a different value x, it simultaneously copies the state from other bacteria which have the threshold x. In particular, this may require a bacterium to change the state when its threshold changes.
With these assumptions, we obtain the following model of the evolution of bacteria and nutrients,
where u t and u xx are the derivatives of the population density u; D > 0 is the diffusion coefficient; dot denotes the derivative with respect to time; and all the non-ideal relays
We additionally assume the growth rate 1 2 (1 + iR x (w)) uf i based on the mass action law for bacteria in the phenotype i = ±1. The rate of the consumption of nutrient in the equation for f i = f i (t) is proportional to the total biomass of bacteria in the phenotype i, hence the integral; x and x are the lower and upper bounds on available threshold values, respectively.
We assume that a certain amount of nutrients is available at the initial moment; the nutrients are not supplied after that moment. We assume the Neumann boundary conditions for u, that is no flux of the population density u through the lower and upper bounds of available threshold values.
Rigorous model setting
Throughout the paper, we assume that
We begin with a rigorous definition of the hysteresis operator R x (non-ideal relay) with fixed thresholds ±x. This operator takes a continuous function w = w(t) defined on an interval t ∈ [0, T ) to the binary function r = R x (w) of time defined on the same interval, which is given by
where r 0 is either 1 or −1 (initial state of the non-ideal relay R x ). Since r 0 may take different values for different x, we write r 0 = r 0 (x). The function r 0 = r 0 (x) of x ∈ [x, x] taking values ±1 is called the initial configuration of the non-ideal relays. In what follows, we do not explicitly indicate the dependence of the operator R x on r 0 (x). In this paper, we assume that r 0 (x) is simple, which means the following. There is a partition x =x 0 <x 1 < · · · <x N 0 = x of the interval [x, x] such that the function r 0 (x), which satisfies |r 0 (x)| = 1 for all x ≤ x ≤ x, is constant on each interval (x k−1 ,x k ] and has different signs on any two adjacent intervals:
where the second relation holds if N 0 ≥ 2. We define the distributed relay operator R(w) taking functions w = w(t) to functions r = r(x, t) by
The function r(·, t) will be referred to as the configuration (state) of the distributed relay operator at the moment t.
We set
Here the first integral is the total mass of bacteria and P is the so-called Preisach operator [28] with the time dependent density function u; differential equations with the Preisach operator have been studied, for example, in [5, 43, 2, 9, 4, 12, 11, 25, 24, 23] . Further, we replace the unknown functions f 1 and f −1 in system (2.1) by v = f 1 + f −1 (total mass of the two nutrients) and w = f 1 /(f 1 + f −1 ) − 1/2 (deviation of the relative concentration of the first nutrient from the value 1/2). The resulting system takes the form
where we assume the Neumann boundary conditions
and the initial conditions
Well-posedness
The problem (2.5)-(2.7), which contains a discontinuous distributed relay operator, was shown in [18] to be well posed. We briefly summarize this result before proceeding with the analysis of long time behavior. Set Q T = (x, x) × (0, T ) for T > 0. We will use the standard Lebesgue spaces
and, the space
is a continuous L 2 -valued function for t ≥ 0, and relations (2.5)-(2.7) hold in the corresponding function spaces.
The following result was proved in [18] .
2. the state r(·, t) = R(w)(·, t) of the distributed relay operator is simple for all t ≥ 0;
3. we haveU
where the convergence takes place as t → ∞.
The behavior given by (2.8)-(2.10) is to be expected. Indeed, as we assume no supply of nutrients after the initial moment, the total amount of nutrients v(t) converges to zero. When the density of nutrients vanishes as a result of consumption by bacteria, the equation for the density u approaches the homogeneous heat equation with zero flux boundary conditions, which explains why the density of bacteria u(x, t) converges to a uniform distribution over the interval [x, x] as a result of the diffusion.
Main results
The main observation we make in this paper is that for some initial data (2.7), the limit distribution r * (x) has many sign changes provided that the rate D of the diffusion process is small enough. In particular, if r 0 (x) ≡ 1 or r 0 (x) ≡ −1, we interpret the transition of system (2.5) from a uniform state r 0 (x) to the sign changing state r * (x) as the formation of a pattern in the distribution of phenotypes over the set of thresholds in bacteria.
Below, we consider the initial density satisfying the additional relation
for some ε > 0.
and the following is true. If D ∈ (0, D * ) and u 0 (x) satisfies (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ), then the state function r(·, t) of the distributed relay operator has at least N − i + 1 sign changes for x ∈ [x i , x) and for all t ≥ τ i /D.
Rephrasing the statement of this theorem, if the initial density u 0 (x) of bacteria approaches the delta function δ(x − x) and the diffusion D goes to zero, then the number of sign changes of the limit distribution r * (x) tends to infinity. Theorem 3.1 establishes the pattern formation on the time scale of order D −1 . Under the additional assumption that the amount of nutrients in the system is small, we show that the pattern is formed on the time scale of order 1. In this section, we prove some auxiliary results that allow us to compare solutions of the heat equation on finite intervals with the fundamental solution on the infinite interval. We will use two time scales given by the variable t for systems with arbitrary diffusion D and by the variable τ for systems with diffusion equal to 1. Later, we will relate these time scales via τ = Dt.
Problem 1:
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Its (fundamental ) solution is well known to be given by
Problem 2:
Formally solving this problem by the Fourier method, we obtain the solution
which we refer to as the fundamental solution of problem (4.3). Obviously, for anyτ > 0, the series converges uniformly in the region
and defines there a bounded infinitely differentiable function ϕ(x, τ ), which satisfies the heat equation and the Neumann boundary conditions in the classical sense. Using Lemma 4.1 below, one can easily see that the initial condition ϕ| τ =0 = δ(x−x) is satisfied in the following sense: for any g ∈ C[x, x],
Problem 3:
where t 0 ≥ 0 and
We assume that
for some ε 0 , δ 0 > 0. Using the Fourier method, we represent the solution of problem (4.6) as the series
x − x (4.8) with the coefficients
We explicitly indicate the dependence of ω on the parameters ε 0 , δ 0 , D, t 0 . We will see later on, in Lemma 4.2, that these parameters (rather than the explicit form of the initial data ω 0 (x)) determine the closeness between ω in Problem 3 and ϕ in Problem 2.
Note that the series in (4.8) converges in W 
Comparing Problems 1, 2, and 3
First we compare Problems 1 and 2.
Lemma 4.1. For any θ > 0, Proof. Let us expand ψ(x, τ ) given by (4.2) into the Fourier series
12) where o(·) is taken as τ → 0, and, for n = 1, 2 . . . ,
It follows from the identity
(4.14)
Further, using integration by parts and the estimate
as y → ∞, we obtain 
Combining this formula with (4.4), (4.11), and (4.12), we conclude that
Now we compare Problems 2 and 3.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that (4.7) holds with ε 0 ≤ 1. Then, for all t > t 0 , we have
where C > 0 does not depend on t, ε 0 , δ 0 , D, t 0 .
Proof. Using (4.7), one can easily see that the coefficients A n given by (4.9) satisfy
where k 1 > 0 does not depend on n, ε 0 , δ 0 . Therefore,
17) where k 2 > 0 does not depend on t > t 0 and ε 0 , δ 0 , D, t 0 .
5 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Observation moments
We shall construct a sequence of time moments at each of which one can observe a certain number of sign changes for the state r(·, t) of the distributed relay operator R(w). We call these time moments observation moments. In this subsection, we shall obtain estimates for the u-component of the solution (u, v, w) of problem (2.5)-(2.7). They provide information about the amount of bacteria on certain parts of the interval [x, x]. In the next subsection, we will use this information in order to estimate from below the number of sign changes for the state r(·, t) : [x, x] → {−1, 1}.
1 To prove the last inequality in (4.17), we use the following. Since, for any σ > 0, the function x exp(−σx) achieves its maximum σ
This yields the desired estimate for the first sum in (4.17). The estimate for the second sum in (4.17) follows from the inequality
Then U (t) = U(x, t) = 
, and
provided that D ∈ (0, D * ) and u 0 (x) satisfies (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ).
We begin with estimates similar to (5.2) and (5.3) for the function
Indeed, set
Then it is easy to see that Ψ(x, τ ) → 1 as τ → 0 for any x ∈ [x, x). Combining this with (5.4) and Lemma 4.1, we obtain (5.8). Relation (5.9) follows from (4.4) and (5.4). Now we construct sequences {τ i } and {x i } satisfying (5.5) and such that
Take an arbitrary x 1 ∈ (x, x) and, using (5.8), choose τ 1 > 0 such that
This estimate and relation (5.9) ensure that inequality (5.11) with i = 1 holds for any x 2 which is sufficiently close to x. Simultaneously, relation (5.9) ensures (5.10) for such x 2 . Hence, we can find x 2 ∈ (x 1 , x) such that both (5.10) and (5.11) are satisfied for i = 1. Now, using (5.8) again, we can choose a sufficiently small τ 2 < τ 1 such that
and continue constructing the sequences x i → x−, τ i → 0+ by induction. After the sequences {x i } and {τ i } have been constructed, we choose a positive sequence χ i such that (5.6) and (5.7) hold and τ i < τ i−1 − χ i−1 .
In the next two lemmas, we show that
. Together with Lemma 5.2, this will complete the proof of Lemma 5.1.
We proceed in two steps. In the first step (Lemma 5.3), we show that one can choose τ 0 > 0 not depending on D such that the density u at the time moment τ 0 /D remains close to the delta function δ(x − x). In the second step (Lemma 5.4), using the exponential decay of the amount of nutrient v(t), we choose D sufficiently small such that v(t) at the moment τ 0 /D is close to zero and show that, after this time moment, the density u(x, t) can be approximated by the fundamental solution ϕ(x, t). (5.12) provided that the initial data u 0 (x) satisfies (2.7) and (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ).
Proof. Set
Then the component u of the solution (u, v, w) solves the linear problem
Combining the equality |R x (x)(t)| = 1 with relations (2.9) and (2.10), we see that 0 ≤ a(x, t) ≤ v 0 e −µt . It follows from the comparison theorems that 14) where the lower and upper solutions u and u satisfy the equations
respectively, with the same boundary and initial conditions as in (5.13). By Lemma 4.2, for any τ 0 > 0, and C > 0 does not depend on ε, τ 0 , D. Using (5.14), (5.16) , and the equality
we obtain
Using Lemma 4.1, it is easy to see that sup
Therefore, for any ε 1 > 0, there is a sufficiently small
Further, using (5.17), one can choose a sufficiently small ε * = ε * (τ 0 , v 0 ) such that 
where τ N and χ N are defined in Lemma 5.2, provided that D ∈ (0, D * ) and the initial data u 0 (x) satisfies (2.7) and (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ).
Proof. Take 22) are defined by the same problems (5.15) (with the Neumann boundary conditions), but with the initial conditions
In particular, this implies that
Again applying Lemma 4.2 and using the inequalitiesU (t) ≥ 0 and
Next, we take τ 0 = τ 0 (ε 1 ) such that the inequality
holds along with the inequality τ 0 ≤ (τ N − χ N )/2. Then (5.24) and (5.25) imply
Using the last inequality and estimates (5.22) and (5.23), we have 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 5.2.1 Terminology
For the rest of the proof of the theorem we adopt the following terminology. Points of the interval x < x ≤ x are colored in white (the relay is in state −1) and black (the relay is in state 1). Coloring evolves in time. A pointx j =x j (t) which separates an interval of white from an interval of black will be called a front; cf. (2.3) . The total number of fronts can vary, but, by Theorem 2.1, remains finite at all times (equivalently, the state of the distributed relay operator remains simple at all times). A front can either stay (a steady front) or move right. That is, anyx j (t) is a non-decreasing function on the time interval of its existence. A front disappears if it hits another front or is hit by another front. A front is called immortal if it cannot disappear. The definition of relays implies the following dynamics of fronts (equivalently, dynamics of the state r = r(x, t) of the distributed relay operator R) in response to variations of the input w. If at some moment t the fronts create a partition x <x 1 (t) < · · · <xN (t)−1 <xN (t) = x of the segment [x, x] into alternating black and white intervals, then, necessarily, |w(t)| ≤x 1 (t). The frontsx 2 , . . . ,xN (t) cannot move, they are steady; the most left frontx 1 (t) can move only if |w(t)| =x 1 (t), otherwise (i.e., if |w(t)| <x 1 (t)) it is also steady. When the frontx 1 (t) hits the frontx 2 (t), these two fronts disappear. A new front is born when the input w(t) leaves the interval [−x, x] for the first time, and then each time the input leaves this interval after having entered it from the other end.
Collision moments
An important moment for our consideration is when the frontx 1 hits the frontx 2 . At such a collision moment t the frontsx 1 andx 2 disappear and the frontx 3 (t−) becomes the most left front, i.e.,x 1 (t+) =x 3 (t−).
Lemma 5.5. Assume that the frontx 1 hits the frontx 2 at a moment t. Then
Proof. Note that w(t) andẇ(t) are continuous (see Sec. 2.3) and, at the collision moment t, w(t)ẇ(t) ≥ 0. Substituting the right-hand side of the last equation of system (2.5) into this relation and taking into account that 1/2 ± w(t) ≥ µ > 0 at all times, we obtain 0 ≥ w(t)P(u, w)(t) = w(t)
Further, for s slightly less than the collision moment t, the intervals (x,x 1 (s)) and (x 2 (s),x 3 (s)) had the same color:
while the interval (x 1 (s),x 2 (s)) had the opposite color:
At the collision moment t, the frontx 3 (t−) becomes the most left front. Hence, we renumber the fronts. In particular, we havex 1 (t+) =x 3 (t−), and now the whole interval (x,x 1 (t+)) has the same color: R x (w)(t) = sign w(t), x ∈ (x,x 1 (t+)).
Combining this with (5.28), we obtain 0 ≥
where the first integral equals U(t) − U(x 1 (t+), t) and the absolute value of the second integral does not exceed U(x 1 (t+), t). That is, at the collision moment, inequality (5.27) must hold.
Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.1
Fix an arbitrary N ∈ N. Then fix
, and {x i } N +1
i=1 as indicated in Lemma 5.1. Then relations (5.2) and (5.3) hold for all D ∈ (0, D * ) and u 0 (x) satisfying (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ). Now we will complete the proof by induction with respect to i = N + 1, N, . . . , 1. Set τ N +1 = 0 and t N +1 = 0.
Basis. The system has at least 0 immortal fronts in the interval [x N +1 , x) at the moment t N +1 = 0. This statement is obviously true.
Inductive step: "N − i ⇒ N − i + 1" for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. We assume that the system has at least N − i immortal fronts in the interval [x i+1 , x) at the moment t i+1 = τ i+1 /D. Let us prove that it will have at least N − i + 1 immortal fronts in the interval [x i , x) after the moment t i = τ i /D; see Fig. 5.1 .
First, we note that each front belonging to the interval [x i+1 , x) at the moment θ i = (τ i − χ i )/D is immortal after this moment. Indeed, assuming the opposite, a collision of two fronts occurs at some point of the interval [x i+1 , x] at a moment t ≥ θ i . Therefore, by Lemma 5.5, inequality (5.27) should be valid for a pointx 1 (t+) ∈ [x i+1 , x] at the moment t. However, (5.27) contradicts (5.2) as U decreases in x. Now two cases are possible. In the first case, the interval [x i , x i+1 ) contains at least one front at the moment θ i = (τ i − χ i )/D. Consider the most right front F in this interval. We claim that the front F is immortal. Indeed, F cannot hit a front located to the right of it because all the fronts to the right belong to [x i+1 , x) and are immortal by the above argument. Suppose, at some moment t ≥ θ i , the front F is hit by another front from the left. Then, at the collision moment, we havex 1 (t+) ≥ x i+1 again. Hence, by Lemma 5.5, inequality (5.27) should be valid. However, (5.27) contradicts (5.2) because U decreases in x. In the second case, the interval [x i , x i+1 ) contains no fronts at the moment θ i = (τ i − χ i )/D. Hence, all the points of this interval are of the same color. To be specific, assume without loss of generality that this interval is white:
Hence, w(θ i ) < x i . Denote by t * the first moment when w(t) = x i after the moment θ i , and set t * = ∞ if w(t) never reaches x i . We claim that t * < t i . Indeed, during the time interval θ i ≤ t < t * , the interval [x i , x i+1 ) remains white. Hence, using the last equation of system (2.5), we obtain for
where f (w) = (1/2 + w)(1/2 − w). In this equation, the first integral equals U(x i , t) − U(x i+1 , t), while the sum of the absolute values of the other two integrals does not exceed U (t) − U(x i , t) + U(x i+1 , t) (as |R x (w)| = 1). Therefore,
Since estimate (5.3) holds for all t ≥ θ i , f (w) ≥ µ 2 , and U (t) ≥ 1, it follows from (5.29) thaṫ
where we have used the uniform estimate |w| ≤ 1/2. Hence, decreasing D * if necessary, we obtain the contradiction. Therefore, θ i < t * < t i . By definition of t * , a front enters the interval [x i , x i+1 ) from the lower end at the moment t * . It is immortal by the same argument as in the first case.
In both cases, we have proved that there will be at least N − i + 1 immortal fronts in the interval [x i , x) after the moment t * and hence after t i .
Proof of Theorem 3.2
The proof is a modification of the above proof of Theorem 3.1.
Observation moments
The goal of this subsection is to prove an analogue of Lemma 5.1, but keeping the observation moments of order 1 instead of D −1 as D → 0. Furthermore, the distances between the immortal fronts will be of order D 1/2 instead of 1. The main reason of the time scale O(D −1/2 ) in Lemma 5.1 was the necessity to wait long enough (namely, up to the time moment τ 0 /D) until the amount of nutrient v(t) becomes small enough. This is not necessary in the proof of Theorem 3.2 because we assume v 0 small from the very beginning.
As before, we set µ = 1/2 − x.
, and {y i } N i=0 such that
and the following is true. For any D ∈ (0, D * ), one can find ε * = ε * (D) > 0 such that
3)
for i = 1, . . . , N, where x i = x − D 1/2 y i , provided that u 0 (x) satisfies (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ) and v 0 ∈ [0, v * ).
We begin with estimates similar to (6.2) and (6.3) for the function Φ given by (5.4). For i = 1, 2, . . ., we consider an increasing sequence of time moments t i , an (auxiliary) increasing sequence of times θ i , and an increasing sequence y i such that t i−1 < θ i < t i and
where t 0 = 0 and y 0 = 0. Such sequences can always be constructed step by step. For example, at the ith step, we can first fix a sufficiently large θ i to satisfy (6.8); then take a sufficiently large t i > θ i to have
; (6.10) and then, using E(∞) = 1 and (6.10), choose a sufficiently large y i to ensure (6.9). Since E is an increasing function, relation (6.9) implies Due to (6.12) , by choosing D * small enough, we can make the value Φ(x i , Dt) − E y i 2 √ t arbitrarily small for all i = 1, . . . , N, t ∈ (0, t N ], and D ∈ (0, D * ). Hence, using (6.8) and (6.11) and the triangle inequality, we obtain inequalities (6.4) and (6.5). ≤ ε 2 ∀t ≥ θ 1 , provided that u 0 (x) satisfies (3.1) with ε ∈ (0, ε * ) and v 0 ∈ [0, v * ).
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 5.3 (see (5.14) and (5.18)), we have shown that for all ε ∈ (0, ε * ). Combining (6.13)-(6.16) and using the fact that |Φ(x, t)| ≤ 1 yields
where c 1 does not depend on the other quantities in the inequality. Setting ε 1 = ε 2 /c 1 , we complete the proof. Now Lemma 6.1 follows from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3.
